GSE Teacher Toolkit - General Adult English teachers
Introduction
Everything an ELT Teacher needs in one
toolkit, to help you save time, eﬀort and
resource in supporting your lessons and
helping your students make progress.
Use it for lesson planning, scaﬀolding,
setting goals, measuring learner progress,
choosing coursebooks, Graded Readers,
dictionaries, skills titles and assessments.
Use it also to ﬁnd grammar, vocabulary
topics, skills and checking the level of texts
to use in class. Everything in one place,

accessible anywhere, anytime and for free.
If your students are learning English to
help them gain a certiﬁcation to help
them ﬁnd employment or apply for a
visa, you can also take a look at the
academic skills and job roles and skills
which you can ﬁnd by selecting the type
of learner (academic learner or
professional learner), at the beginning
of your search.

Then use the slider to select the right level
of your learners. Once you're happy with
your selection, click Show Results to ﬁnd
the right learning objectives
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Check out the additional information which includes a
link to functional learning objectives to highlight the
grammar you may need to pre-teach in order for your
students to master a particular functional skill.
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* You can also ﬁnd free resources and worksheets where a FOLDER icon appears, which you can download and print oﬀ to use in class.
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The Global Scale of English (GSE) Teacher Toolkit is a free online resource, created in collaboration with
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thousands of English language teachers from across the world. Not only does it help you measure your
students’ progress in English, but it also oﬀers guidance on learning objectives, so you can plan the most
eﬀective lessons possible. It features a powerful search function that returns suggested grammar
points, vocabulary topics and learning objectives, alongside job proﬁles, coursebook suggestions and a

Name your text

*Text Analyzer is a great tool to enable you to check that the level of your own texts is appropriate for your
students. For example, short news stories, academic journal articles or posts about relevant cultural events.
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wealth of learning resources. You can also ﬁlter results by student level and age, and organise your
search results by language skill or communicative skill. Of course, all the results are all linked to speciﬁc
levels on the GSE and the CEFR, making it even easier for you to ﬁnd relevant ideas.
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